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Climate-neutral advertising message: The new promotional ballpoint pen Like

The new promotional retractable ballpoint pen series Like is now available in "green" and still has many colours: 
10 opaque and 12 transparent colours offer a variety of design possibilities. By combining the differently coloured 
single parts 20.000 different Likes can be created, which of course can be printed in addition. Thanks to the big 
print area, the advertising message has a concise effect. The Like is equipped with the Schneider refill 774 M. 
Another highlight is the slip-resistant rubberised grip zone for perfect handling and writing without any pressure 
points. Furthermore, the Like is climate-neutral, meaning that all emissions caused through its production are 
compensated for and thereby equalised. Since 2013 Schneider has been calculating the so-called Corporate 
Carbon Footprint of the whole company in cooperation with ClimatePartner. The Corporate Carbon Footprint 
indicates how much CO2 is created through the activities of a company and additional strategies can be 
developed to reduce the emissions of CO2. The emissions of individual products, the Product Carbon Footprint 
can then be derived from the Corporate Carbon Footprint. By compensating for these calculated emissions, the 
writing instruments can be produced climate-neutrally. With the support of an acknowledged climate protection 
project in North Rhine-Westphalia, Schneider compensates for the calculated emissions for the Like and can 
thereby offer it as a climate-neutral product.

Like all of Schneider's writing instruments, the Like is produced in Germany according to strict quality and 
environmental guidelines. Schneider is the first company in the writing instruments sector that has been certified 
(since 1998) according to EMAS, the strictest environment management system worldwide. Thus, the ballpoint 
pen Like is ideal for companies that are planning to implement a climate protection strategy and "Green Office" 
and want to advertise with a quality product made in Germany.

As with all promotional writing instruments, the Like can be designed individually. You can now choose its colour 
and a printed advertising slogan with our Pen Configurator on http://www.schneiderpen-promotion.com and see 
in advance what your logo will look like on the pen.
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The ballpoint pen Like is ideal for companies that are planning to implement a climate protection strategy and 
"Green Office" and want to advertise with a quality product made in Germany
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The new promotional retractable ballpoint pen series Like is now available in "green" and still has many colours
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Like all of Schneider's writing instruments, the Like is produced in Germany according to strict quality and 
environmental guidelines
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10 opaque colours offer a variety of design possibilities
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